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Introduction:Technological advancements have transformed our business as well

as social interactions. A recent trend is the increasing use of smartphones for work

and customer engagement. Given that smartphones have been associated with a

heightened sense of personal ownership and moral disengagement we argue that

this may have negative implications for ethical behavior.

Method: To evaluate this conjecture we ran an experiment comparing dishonesty

when using pen and paper, a desktop computer, or a smartphone. We make this

comparison in both a setting where dishonesty benefits another (mutual-gain) and

one where it harms another (constant-sum).

Results: We find higher levels of dishonesty when using a smartphone than pen

and paper. We find relatively high levels of dishonesty when using a desktop

computer in the mutual-gain setting but low levels in the constant-sum setting.

Discussion: Our results are consistent with the conjecture that smartphone use

can lead to less ethical behavior.

JEL codes: C72, C91.
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1. Introduction

It is now ubiquitous to use digital interactive technology, such as email, online meetings,

and instant messaging, to communicate with friends, colleagues, and business partners.

The trend toward a digital workplace long pre-dates the COVID-19 pandemic, but clearly

reached new heights during the pandemic as remote working became the norm in many

businesses (Brynjolfsson et al., 2020; Gottlieb et al., 2020). It has been argued that digital

engagement can increase productivity. For instance, it can allow more rapid delivery of

services and engagement with customers, as well as facilitate remote and distant interaction

between employees (e.g., Tremblay and Thomsin, 2012; Dery et al., 2017). The move toward

digital interaction does, however, inevitably come with pitfalls, such as reduced work-life

balance and higher social isolation (e.g., Baruch, 2000; Galanti et al., 2021). In this paper, we

identify and evaluate another potential negative consequence of digital interaction, namely

increased dishonesty and corruption.

We argue that it is important to evaluate the potential for a shift in moral behavior in the

workplace, and wider society, due to the rapid development of digital interaction. Evidence

has shown that reduced personal touch in communication channels, such as reporting to

a machine (Cohn et al., 2022), through e-mail (Naquin et al., 2010), or via tax software

(LaMothe and Bobek, 2020), can induce more dishonesty. At a more general level, a range

of studies show an effect of communication media (from face-to-face, paper, or online)

on uninhibited behavior, such as usage of negative language and impression management
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(e.g., Kiesler and Sproull, 1986; Richman et al., 1999; Wilkerson

et al., 2002; Beer et al., 2006; Suler, 2011). It is also well-documented

that unethical behavior, including bullying and abuse, is more

common online than in the physical world (e.g., Suler, 2004, 2005).

There is also evidence that email requests are viewed differently

than face-to-face contact (Kruger et al., 2005; Roghanizad and

Bohns, 2017). If dishonesty is indeed more prevalent in an online

world then this will have fundamental implications for trust and

cooperation in the workplace (Etzioni, 2019).

In understanding the influence of digital communication it

is important to evaluate different types of communication. A

particularly prominent development over the last decade is the

rapid rise in the use of smartphones for, and at, work (e.g.,

Bautista et al., 2018; Morandin et al., 2018; Li and Lin, 2019).

From a psychological perspective smartphones are fundamentally

different to a workplace desktop computer because of differing

senses of ownership and also of the differing mix between work,

leisure, and family activities (Bröhl et al., 2018). It seems reasonable

to conjecture, therefore, that patterns of dishonesty may differ

between communication via a smartphone, desktop computer,

and/or non-digital interaction. That is the question we explore in

this paper. We first provide a conceptual framework with which

to evaluate the effect of communication media on dishonesty. We

then report the results of an experiment designed to compare

dishonesty in social interaction when using a smartphone, desktop

computer, or pen and paper. We find that rates of dishonesty

systematically vary across communication media depending on the

payoff incentives for dishonesty.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 sets out our conceptual

framework. Section 3 sets out the experimental design

and hypothesis, Section 4 our results and Section 5

concludes. Experiment instructions are contained in the

Supplementary material.

2. Framework to evaluate digital
interaction and dishonesty

There is very strong evidence that most individuals have

a predisposition to be relatively honest (Gibson et al., 2013;

Rosenbaum et al., 2014; Jacobsen et al., 2018; Abeler et al.,

2019; Gerlach et al., 2019). A leading explanation for this is

that dishonesty creates ethical dissonance between an individual’s

behavior and moral values (Barkan et al., 2012; Shalvi et al., 2015).

Hence there is an intrinsic value from truth-telling to maintain

positive self-concept (Mazar et al., 2008). Various cognitive

mechanisms or “tricks” can, however, be used to lie a “little” and

still maintain positive self-concept (Bandura, 1999; Mazar et al.,

2008; Shalvi et al., 2015; Gneezy et al., 2018a). These mechanisms

can be influenced by the environment or frame of decision making

(Jacobsen and Piovesan, 2016; Jacobsen et al., 2018; Fosgaard,

2019). One obtains, therefore, a spectrum of honesty (and lying)

with heterogeneity across the population, and across different

settings (Gibson et al., 2013). In this section, we explore how the

media through which an individual communicates may influence

the frame and, thereby, levels of dishonesty.

One important aspect of the decision making environment is

the influence dishonesty will have on others. A person’s lie could

directly harm an other. For instance, an employee could claim

credit for a task that was largely completed by a colleague. Or they

could over-state their performance relative to that of a colleague.

In both these examples the person benefits from the lie at the

cost of somebody else. These will be referred to as selfish lies

(Erat and Gneezy, 2012). In some situations, however, a lie may

benefit another. For instance, an employee could over-state the

performance of a team in a way that benefits all members of the

team. These will be referred to as Pareto lies (Erat and Gneezy,

2012).1 Intuitively, individuals may be more willing to tell a Pareto

than selfish lie (Erat and Gneezy, 2012). For instance it is easier

to maintain a positive self-concept from telling a lie that benefits

another (Wiltermuth, 2011; Erat and Gneezy, 2012; Gino et al.,

2013; Weisel and Shalvi, 2015). There is, therefore, scope for self-

serving evaluations when conducting unethical behavior (Di Tella

et al., 2015; Gino et al., 2016; Gneezy et al., 2018b; Bicchieri et al.,

2019).

The evidence that individuals are more willing to tell a Pareto

lie than a selfish lie is, however, mixed (Cartwright et al., 2020).

This mixed evidence may reflect the subtle relationship between

lie aversion and social preferences (Sanchez-Pages and Vorsatz,

2009; Cappelen et al., 2013; Okeke and Godlonton, 2014; Biziou-

van Pol et al., 2015; Li et al., 2022). In particular, if lie aversion

correlates positively with social preferences then those willing to

help another may not be willing to lie. This relationship could be

mediated by the frame of reference and salience of payoff inter-

dependence. More specifically, if an individual has a heightened

psychological awareness that a lie could benefit or harm another

then they may be more or less likely, respectively, to lie. One factor

that could influence this awareness is social distance, interpreted

as the perceived “closeness” between actors (Charness and Gneezy,

2008; Fiedler et al., 2011; Gino and Galinsky, 2012). Smartphones

are associated with moral disengagement (e.g., Lee and Shin,

2017; Mihelič et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022), reduced situational

awareness and attention (e.g., Lin and Huang, 2017; Liebherr

et al., 2020), as well as increased sense of perceived psychological

ownership (Brasel and Gips, 2014). This all suggests that the use of

a smartphone would be associated with higher levels of perceived

social distance when compared to alternatives like pen and paper

or a desktop computer. This in turn, would, ceteris paribus, suggest

a greater propensity to tell selfish lies and a weaker propensity to

tell Pareto lies, when using a smartphone than pen and paper or

desktop (because the individual takes less account of the negative

and positive effect, respectively, their lie has on others).

Another key impact on willingness to lie is perceptions of

anonymity and unobservability. Anonymity can exist at the level

of the lie, e.g., someone is “looking over my shoulder” and so can

tell if there is a lie. Or, can exist at the level of communication,

e.g., someone “sees what I report” and so can infer the likelihood

of the individual having lied. Reduced anonymity of both these

types is associated with lower levels of dishonesty (Zhong et al.,

2010; Kroher and Wolbring, 2015; Pascual-Ezama et al., 2015;

Schitter et al., 2019). Conrads and Lotz (2015), for example, find

1 Such lies may have a negative consequence for others. For instance, a

team over-stating their performance could negatively impact another team.

The e�ect is, however, indirect and less salient.
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TABLE 1 Conjectures on how communication media influences

willingness to lie.

Willingness to tell Anonymous Less anonymous

Less distant DESKTOP PAPER

Pareto lies:High Pareto lies: Low

selfish lies: Low selfish lies: Low

Distant PHONE

Pareto lies:High

selfish lies: High

that reporting in a coin tossing task is increasing in the anonymity

of the communication between subject and experimenter (see also

Pascual-Ezama et al., 2015; Hermann and Ostermaier, 2018). One

important channel through which reduced anonymity at the level

of communication may influence willingness to lie is individuals’

reputational concerns (Abeler et al., 2019). In particular, a desire

to maintain a reputation as someone who does not lie.2 Different

communication media may naturally be associated with differing

levels of anonymity. Prior evidence suggests that digital interaction

is perceived as more anonymous than the use of pen and paper

(Naquin et al., 2010). A powerful illustration of this is online

bullying where individuals seemingly perceive greater anonymity

even if their identity is known (e.g., as classmates) (Wang and

Ngai, 2020; Zhao and Yu, 2021). We also suggest that the effect

of anonymity is not mediated by whether the dishonesty benefits

or harms another. In other words, it is bad to be seen to lie, even

a Pareto lie. This could be because behavior that is suggestive of

dishonesty harms an individual’s reputation (Abeler et al., 2019).

If digital interaction increases perceived anonymity then we would

expect, ceteris paribus, a greater propensity to tell selfish and Pareto

lies with a smartphone and desktop than pen and paper.

In Table 1 we summarize our basic conjectures. We compare

two dimensions of the choice environment: perceived social

distance between the individual and those affected by choice to lie,

and the anonymity or observability of a lie. Crucially, consistent

with the mixed evidence on willingness to tell Pareto lies, we

assume that individuals’ propensity to lie is primarily influenced

by perceived anonymity, with perceived social distance playing a

secondary role. Specifically:

• We associate smartphone use with higher anonymity and

social distance. The high anonymity suggests a high

willingness to lie. The high social distance suggests no extra

willingness to tell a Pareto lie over a selfish lie.

• We associate pen and paper with lower social distance and

anonymity. The low anonymity suggests a low willingness to

lie, including Pareto lies.

• We associate the desktop computer with lower social distance

and higher anonymity. The high anonymity suggests a high

willingness to lie. The low social distance, however, should

2 Interestingly, this may mean an individual lies because the truth is “not

credible.” For instance, someone who genuinely gets 10 heads in a row in a

coin tossing task may report a “more credible” outcome.

moderate the willingness to tell a selfish lie, while increasing

further willingness to tell a Pareto lie.

As we shall see shortly, the framework summarized in

Table 1 allows us to make specific and testable hypotheses

about how communication media may influence willingness to

lie. In particular, it suggests that lying will be more prevalent

with a smartphone compared with pen and paper. In the

following section, we describe an experiment conducted to test

our framework.

3. Experimental design and hypotheses

3.1. The coin-flipping task

There are various experimental paradigms for measuring

dishonesty in the experimental lab (see, e.g., Gerlach et al., 2019).

A drawback of these designs is that a subject’s dishonesty benefits

themselves at the cost of “the experimenter” and, arguably, it is not

so immoral to take money from an experimenter (who gives you

the chance to do so).3 Moreover, we have seen that the effect of

communication media may differ for a Pareto and selfish lie. We,

therefore, use a simple extension to the standard coin-flipping task

that allows us to study dishonesty in a setting with direct payoff

inter-dependence (see also Biziou-van Pol et al., 2015; Hermann

and Ostermaier, 2018; Thielmann and Hilbig, 2019; Cartwright

et al., 2020).

Subjects were asked to perform two tasks in sequence, a

guesser task and a marker task. In the guesser task, subjects

were asked to guess the outcome, heads or tails, of 10 coin

tosses. These guesses were recorded by the guesser on a guess

sheet, see Figure 1. In the marker task, subjects were asked to

toss a coin 10 times and record whether or not each guess

was correct. Payoffs were determined, as we discuss shortly,

based on how many guesses were recorded as correct. Crucially

there was no external validation of the marker’s record. Markers

tossed the coin privately with nobody, neither the guesser nor

experimenter, having any opportunity to verify if the marker’s

record was accurate. Thus, markers could report any number

between 0 and 10. This provides an opportunity for “dishonesty”

(Cohn et al., 2014; Hugh-Jones, 2016). In application we can

think of the guesser as performing a job and the the marker

as reporting the quality of job done. The marker then reports

the guesser’s performance to the experimenter. We are interested

in examining the influence of the mode of communication of

the report.

We used the role-switchingmethod, meaning that every subject

performed both the roles of guesser and marker. Specifically, after

all subjects completed the guesser task, the guess sheet was passed

randomly to another anonymous subject in the room to be marked.

Subjects were informed (correctly) that the subject marking their

guess sheet would be different from the subject whose guess sheet

3 Dishonesty has also been widely considered in sender-receiver games

where lying does have direct consequences for another, but here there is a

strategic element in which an individual can, for instance, try to deceive by

telling the truth (Erat and Gneezy, 2012; Capraro, 2018; Cartwright, 2019).
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FIGURE 1

An example of a guess sheet.

they were marking.4 This rules out any reciprocal incentives. At

the end of the experiment, each subject was paid based on one of

the tasks. The task chosen was randomly determined, subject to the

preservation of legitimate pairings.5

3.2. Treatment design and procedures

To examine the effect of communication media on ethical

behavior and to distinguish between Pareto and selfish lies, we

4 The instructions said “You will be matched with di�erent subjects in the

two tasks”.

5 For example, if subject 1 was randomly chosen to be paid as guesser and

subject 2 marked her sheet, then subject 2 was paid as a marker.

used a 2 (payoff structure) × 3 (communication media) between-

subject factorial design. The two treatment variables were payoff

structure: mutual-gain or constant-sum, and communication

media: Desktop, Phone, or Paper. We describe each in turn:

(i) Constant-sum vs. Mutual-gain (between-subject): In the

constant-sum treatments, for each correct guess, the guesser

received a positive payoff of B tokens, and the marker received

zero. For each incorrect guess, the marker received B tokens,

and the guesser received zero. Given that there was no external

validation of the marker’s record, the marker could allocate

any amount of money up to 10B to themselves. This is the

opportunity, and incentive, to be dishonest. Dishonesty, though,

comes as the direct cost of the guesser. To lie is, thus, to tell a

selfish lie. In mutual-gain treatments, a correct guess resulted

in B tokens for the guesser and B tokens for the marker. An

incorrect guess resulted in zero for both. Again, the marker

could allocate any amount of money up to 10B to themselves.

Here, though, the incentives of the guesser and marker are

perfectly aligned. To lie is, thus, to tell a Pareto lie.6

(ii) PHONE vs. DESKTOP vs. PAPER (between-subject): Conditions

were kept as similar across the three communication media

treatments as possible. Specifically, all sessions were run in the

same physical lab, with subjects sitting in randomly assigned

desktop terminals. The instructions and mark sheet were

standardized across communication media, and the recruitment

of subjects was identical. The DESKTOP and PHONE treatments

were run using o-Tree (Chen et al., 2016). PAPER treatments

were implemented with instructions and the guess sheet in

paper format with two experimenters exchanging the guess

sheet between marker and guesser. DESKTOP treatments were

implemented using a web browser on laboratory desktops.

PHONE treatments were implemented by subjects using their

own phones and scanning a QR code, provided by the

experimenter on projected screens, to access the online interface.

Recall that we distinguished above two types of anonymity: at

the level of the lie and the level of communication. Our experiment

design [similar to others (e.g., Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi,

2013)] guarantees subjects anonymity at the level of the lie in the

sense that markers flip their coin privately across all treatments and

can be sure nobody is watching. This allows us to focus on the

perceived anonymity of the communication between the marker

and the experimenter and guesser. While subjects were anonymous

across all treatments their perception of that anonymity may differ

across communication media, as set out in Section 2.

At the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to complete

a standard questionnaire of demographics, including gender, age,

college degree, whether they are a single child in the family, and

6 We note that there is a slight di�erence in how to benefit from lying

between mutual-gain and constant-sum in reporting behavior. The marker

has to report the mark as “correct” in the mutual-gain setting and “incorrect”

in the constant-sum setting in order to get a positive payo�. Theremay exist a

psychological tendency to prefer reporting things as correct when evaluating

others’ performance. If so, we might expect more lying in the mutual-gain

than constant-sum setting. This e�ect would be in the same direction as that

predicted by social preferences.
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prior experience in economic experiments. They also completed an

equality equivalent test for egalitarian preferences (adopted from

Bartling et al., 2009). The test consisted of four binary choices

involving allocation of income between self and another subject.

Details of the test can be seen in the Supplementary material. One of

the equality test questions was randomly selected for real payment.

The quality equivalent test provides a control for the mediating

effect of social preferences.

The experiment was conducted in the laboratory of the [blank

for anonymity]. subjects were recruited from the lab’s standard

subject pool, which is managed using the [blank for anonymity].

All sessions were finished within 45 min. We set B = 2RMB.

The average payment was 28.04 RMB,7 including an average

supplementary payment of 16.5 RMB for participation fee (5 RMB)

and equality equivalent task (11.5 RMB). A total of 229 subjects

took part. These were split: 40 subjects in constant-sum DESKTOP,

39 in mutual-gain PAPER, 38 in constant-sum PAPER and constant-

sumPHONE, 37 inmutual-gain PHONE andmutual-gainDESKTOP.

We highlight two distinguishing aspects of our experimental

design compared to the prior literature. First, we consider

communication media across different payoff structures, constant-

sum, and mutual-gain, allowing us to explore the role of payoff-

interdependence. In comparison, Abeler et al. (2014) compared

the influence of the mode of communication on the lying rate of

a coin tossing task where lies only affected the individual’s own

payoff. Second, we study different communicationmedia within the

same physical, controlled location. This contrasts with prior studies

that compare online with lab based interaction (e.g., Hergueux and

Jacquemet, 2015; Arechar et al., 2018). We were able to randomly

assign subjects to use either a desktop or smartphone, whereas in an

online experiment there is no or little control on whether a subject

uses a desktop or smartphone. The subject’s use of own phone

contrasts, in terms of ownership, with use of the lab’s desktop.

This asymmetry, however, is consistent with many workplaces

where employees use own phones and company desktops for

work purposes. Closest to our experiment in terms of design is

Conrads and Lotz (2015), who compare lying behavior across face-

to-face, in-lab telephone, in lab web-form, and home web-form.

Like us, they were able to control for location. They, however,

considered an individual decision making context where lying had

no payoff consequences for another (except the experimenter).

Another related study is Drouin et al. (2016), who compare lying

behavior across four online venues, while we compared across

digital and non-digital communication media.

3.3. Behavioral hypotheses

In stating our main hypotheses we focus on each subject’s

task as a marker. Recall that in the marker’s task, subjects mark

independently whether the 10 guesses from the other subjects are

correct or not. To ease readability, we refer to “correct” marks in

the mutual-gain sessions and “incorrect” marks in the constant-

sum sessions as “reported own payoff.” If markers report honestly,

7 Based on the interests rate at the date of the experiment, the average

payment is equivalent to 4.05 US dollars, which is comparable to the local

hourly minimum wage, which is 19.5 Yuan (2.91 US dollars).

then the average own reported payoff should be 5B in all treatments.

Own reported payoff is, thus, a measure of dishonesty at the

treatment level. We state three hypotheses based on the framework

discussed in Section 2. In the Appendix A we show that these

hypotheses can be derived from a theoretical model that captures

lie aversion, reputation concerns and social preferences.

Our first hypothesis concerns the constant-sum treatments and

willingness to tell selfish lies. On the basis that perceived anonymity,

and then perceived social distance, influence willingness to lie

we hypothesize (see Table 1) that lying is more prevalent with

PHONE (anonymous and distant) than DESKTOP (anonymous and

less distant) than PAPER (less anonymous and less distant). The

prediction of less lying with DESKTOP than PHONE follows from

reduced social distance and the the desire to not harm the marker.

The prediction of less lying with PAPER thanDESKTOP follows from

reduced anonymity.

Hypothesis 1. In the constant-sum treatments, reported own

payoffs are higher in the PHONE treatment than the DESKTOP

and higher in the DESKTOP than the PAPER, i.e., PHONE >

DESKTOP > PAPER.

Our second hypothesis concerns the mutual-gain treatments

and willingness to tell Pareto lies. We hypothesize that lying is more

prevalent with DESKTOP than PHONE because of reduced social

distance and the the desire to help the marker. The comparison

between PHONE and PAPER is somewhat ambiguous but we predict

more lying with PHONE than PAPER based on reduced anonymity

being more influential than increased social distance.

Hypothesis 2. In themutual-gain treatments, reported own payoffs

are higher in the DESKTOP treatment than PHONE and higher in

PHONE than PAPER, i.e., DESKTOP > PHONE > PAPER.

Our final hypothesis concerns the comparison betweenmutual-

gain and constant-sum settings. In the PAPER treatments we

hypothesize that reduced anonymity results in an unwillingness to

tell any lies and so there is little difference across payoff settings. In

the PHONE treatments we hypothesize that social distance results

in no extra willingness to tell Pareto lies. It is, thus, in the DESKTOP

treatment we expect to see the biggest difference.

Hypothesis 3. The difference in reported own payoffs between

mutual-gain and constant-sum treatments is higher in the

DESKTOP than PHONE treatment and higher in the DESKTOP than

PAPER treatment, i.e., 1Desktop > 1Phone and 1Desktop > 1Paper ,

where1Device is the difference in reported own payoffs across payoff

structures.

We note that Hypotheses 1 and 2 suggest that reported own

payoffs, and thus lying, will be higher with use of smartphone than

paper, irrespective of the payoff structure.

4. Results

4.1. Overview

We begin our analysis of the experimental data by considering

the overall extent of dishonesty. Figure 2 plots the distribution of

reported own payoffs by treatment. We also plot the binomial
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FIGURE 2

Distribution of reported own payo� by treatment.

FIGURE 3

Box plot of reported own payo� by treatment. This figure reports the box plot of the reported own payo� across treatments. Center lines show the

medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to 5th and 95th percentiles; outliers are represented by dots; crosses

represent sample means. Numbers of subjects are reported at the bottom of each graph.

distribution (expected from honest reporting) for comparison. It

can be seen that the distribution of reported own payoff puts weight

on higher payoffs than that expected with the binomial distribution,

for both mutual-gain and constant-sum treatments (p < 0.01

from one-sided binominal tests). This is evidence of dishonesty,

with subjects reporting, on average, implausibly large reported own

payoffs. Few subjects, however report the maximum own payoff of

10 and so we observe “moderated dishonesty” consistent with lying

“a little bit.”

To provide a clearer picture of treatment effects, Figure 3

provides a box plot of reported own payoff by treatment. In

Table 2 we detail average own reported payoff by treatment. When

conducting Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) tests between two

treatments, we report the effect size r. We write a test between

treatments x and y as MWW(x, y). Given MWW(x, y), the effect

size r reports the probability that, given a randomly-selected subject

from treatments x and y, the reported own payoff is larger in

treatment x. We now evaluate each of our three hypotheses in turn.

4.2. Constant-sum payo� structure

We focus first on the constant-sum payoff structure. It

can be seen from Table 2 the PHONE treatment has the

largest reported own payoff among all three communication

media [MWU(PHONE, DESKTOP, p = 0.098, r = 0.606;

MWU(PHONE, PAPER), p = 0.073, r = 0.617]. Given the

relatively small sample size and the marginal level of significance,

a non-parametric bootstrapping procedure was carried out based

on 1,000 resampling of the data (Mooney and Duval, 1993).
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TABLE 2 Reported own payo� by treatment.

Communication Payo� structure

media Mutual-gain Constant-sum E�ect size

PAPER Mean 6.1 ∼ 5.9 0.52

Median 6 6

∧
∗∗

∧
∗

PHONE Mean 6.9 ∼ 6.8 0.54

Median 7 7

∧
∗

∨
∗

DESKTOP Mean 7.4 >
∗∗∗ 5.9 0.75

Median 8 6

The mean and median frequency (out of 10 marks) of own reported payoff by treatment. Significance levels and effect size are derived fromMann-Whitney tests.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

The results from the bootstrap t-tests confirm the comparisons

[t − test(PHONE, DESKTOP), p = 0.012; t − test(PHONE, PAPER),

p = 0.016]. This is consistent with Hypotheses 1. The difference

between DESKTOP and PAPER is not statistically significant

[MWU(DESKTOP, PAPER), p = 0.834, r = 0.513; t −

test(DESKTOP, PAPER), p = 0.937].

As a robustness check, Table 3 reports the results of a Tobit

regression analysis with reported own payoff as the dependent

variable (ranging from 0 to 10). Column 1 reports the results

from the sub-sample with a constant-sum payoff structure, column

2 with a mutual-gain payoff structure, and columns 3–5 results

from the full sample, where columns 4 and 5 further control

for demographic variables. Wald tests (see Table 3) show that the

differences in reported own payoff between PHONE and DESKTOP

(p = 0.013), and PHONE and PAPER (p = 0.02) are both positive

and significant at 5% levels.8 Whereas there is no significant

difference between DESKTOP and PAPER.

Result 1. In the constant-sum setting we observe more dishonesty

with the use of PHONE than DESKTOP or PAPER. We find

no significant difference in levels of dishonesty between use of

DESKTOP and PAPER.

These findings provide mixed support for Hypothesis 1. Recall,

we hypothesized that PHONE > DESKTOP > PAPER in terms of

reported own payoff. We find evidence that PHONE > DESKTOP

and PHONE > PAPER but do not find evidence that DESKTOP >

PAPER. In terms of our framework (see Table 1) this suggests that

the increased anonymity we associated with DESKTOP compared to

PAPER is not resulting in the hypothesized increase in willingness to

tell selfish lies.

4.3. Mutual-gain payo� structure

We next consider the mutual-gain payoff structure. It can

be seen from Table 2 that the DESKTOP treatment has the

8 These tests are based on the full regression in Column 5 that takes into

account demographic variables. The results are very similar if just using the

regression results from Column 1.

highest reported payoff in mutual-gain, followed by PHONE and

PAPER [MWU(DESKTOP, PHONE), p = 0.0908, r = 0.612;

MWU(PHONE, PAPER), p = 0.047, r = 0.630]. Similarly,

we carry out the pairwise between-treatment comparison with

bootstrapping procedure [t − test(DESKTOP, PHONE), p =

0.243; t − test(PHONE, PAPER), p = 0.025]. Therefore,

we see significantly higher levels of dishonesty with use

of PHONE than PAPER. This is consistent with Hypothesis

2. The high reported payoffs in DESKTOP, compared with

PHONE, is also consistent with Hypothesis 2 but the difference

is either marginally significant or not significant with non-

parametric tests. These results are confirmed by the regression

analysis, see Table 3. Wald tests show that both DESKTOP

and PHONE treatments have significantly higher reported own

payoff than PAPER treatment (p < 0.01), whereas the

difference between DESKTOP and PHONE is not statistically

significant (p = 0.549).

To further explore the influence of social-preference on

individuals’ willingness to tell Pareto lies, our main regression in

column 5 includes interaction terms between mutual-gain and

three categorized social preferences adopted from Bartling et al.

(2009). We define a subject as egalitarian, ahead-averse or behind-

averse based on the four allocation scenarios in the equality

equivalent test performed at the end of the experiment. The subject

is classified as egalitarian if they choose the equal outcomes in all

four scenarios, ahead-averse if they choose the equal outcome in the

two out of the four scenarios where the unequal payoff allocation

benefits them, and behind-averse if they choose the equal outcome

in the two scenarios where the unequal payoff allocation benefits

the other player. It can be seen from Table 3 that the interaction

between mutual-gain and egalitarian is positive (p < 0.05) while

the other two interaction terms are negative. This suggests subjects

with an egalitarian preference are more willing to tell Pareto lies.

Result 2. In the mutual-gain setting we observe more dishonesty

with the use of DESKTOP or PHONE, than PAPER. We find no

significant difference in levels of dishonesty between DESKTOP

and PHONE.

These findings provide mixed support for Hypothesis 2. Recall,

we hypothesized that DESKTOP > PHONE > PAPER in terms
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TABLE 3 Determinants of willingness to lie: Tobit model.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dep Var: Reported own payo� Selfish lies Pareto lies All All All

Phone constant-sum 6.832*** 6.837*** 6.718*** 6.700***

(0.293) (0.293) (0.407) (0.383)

[0.0099]

Desktop constant-sum 5.914*** 5.914*** 5.830*** 5.719***

(0.260) (0.259) (0.359) (0.354)

[0.0198]

Paper constant-sum 5.895*** 5.895*** 5.803*** 5.801***

(0.274) (0.274) (0.335) (0.322)

[0.0693]

Phone mutual-gain 7.002*** 6.997*** 7.053*** 7.028***

(0.297) (0.293) (0.385) (0.392)

[0.0198]

Desktop mutual-gain 7.595*** 7.585*** 7.462*** 7.283***

(0.367) (0.363) (0.467) (0.437)

[0.0099]

Paper mutual-gain 6.103*** 6.103*** 6.029*** 5.984***

(0.241) (0.240) (0.340) (0.352)

[0.0693]

Mutual-gain× ahead-averse -2.282**

(0.879)

Mutual-gain× behind-averse -1.898**

(0.899)

Mutual-gain× egalitarian 2.551**

(1.092)

Wald test of linear restrictions H1a H2a H3b H3b H3b

Phone − Desktop 0.981** -0.255

Phone − Paper 0.890** 1.044***

Desktop− Paper -0.082 1.299***

1Desktop − 1Phone 1.511** 1.297** 1.237**

1Desktop − 1Paper 1.464** 1.405** 1.381**

1Phone − 1Paper -0.048 0.108 0.144

Control for demographics No No No Yes Yes

Observations 116 113 229 229 229

The outcome variable in all regressions is own reported own payoff, ranging from 0 to 10. The regressions do not include a constant. Column 1(2) includes only treatments with constant-

sum(mutual-gain) payoff-structure; Columns 4–5 include the following controls: gender, lab experience, single child, egalitarian, ahead averse, and behind averse. Robust standard errors are in

parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. Adjusted p-values from multiple-testing adjustments are reported in the bracket (Romano and Wolf, 2016).
aTests of hypotheses 1 and 2 are based on the Wald tests from column 5. The results remain qualitative the same from columns 1–2 (without the demographic controls).
bTests of hypotheses 3 are based on the Wald tests from column 3–5, respectively.

1Desktop denotes the difference in coefficients between mutual-gain and constant-sum payoff structure in Desktop treatments.

of own reported payoff. Consistent with this hypothesis, we find

that DESKTOP > PAPER and PHONE > PAPER, but we do

not find support for DESKTOP > PHONE. We note that own

reported payoffs are higher in DESKTOP than PHONE and so the

lack of a statistically significant effect could reflect lack of statistical

power. Or, within our framework (see Table 1) it could mean that

social distance does not impact on willingness to tell Pareto lies in

anonymous settings.
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FIGURE 4

Average proportion of reported own payo� by guess round. This figure plots the average proportion of subjects reported own payo� (±1 standard

error of the mean) by guess number and treatment.

4.4. Comparing payo� structures

We next consider the effect of payoff structure across

communication media. It can be seen from Figure 3 and Table 2

that the differences in median and mean reported own payoff

between mutual-gain and zero-sum settings are stark in the

DESKTOP treatments. In contrast, the same comparisons yield

negligible differences in the PHONE or the PAPER treatments.

The differences across payoff structures are highly statistically

significant with use of DESKTOP [MWU(mutual − gain, zero −

sum), p = 0.0001, r = 0.747], but not PAPER or PHONE. The

regression results in Table 3 reaffirm these findings. The difference

across payoff structures, denoted as 1device is significantly higher

in DESKTOP compared with PHONE or PAPER treatments. There

is no difference between PHONE and PAPER treatments. This is

consistent with Hypothesis 3.

Result 3. In the case of DESKTOP we observe significantly more

dishonesty in the mutual-gain than constant-sum treatment. In

the case of PHONE and PAPER we observe no difference across

payoff structure.

4.5. Guess sequences

Result 4. Subjects are more likely to lie in the last guess than first

guess in the DESKTOP treatments but not PHONE treatments.

To examine behavior patterns in more detail, we analyze

reported own payoff by guess number for the DESKTOP and PHONE

treatments.9 Recall that subjects mark 10 guesses in turn with

each guess incrementing their payoff by B or 0. A subject could,

thus, alter behavior during the sequence of guesses; for instance,

starting honest but then “engineering” an outcome depending on

a desired minimum payoff. The results are provided in Figure 4

which plots own reported payoff across the 10 guesses. With honest

reporting wewould expect 50% of guesses to be correct. Dishonesty,

is therefore, a success rate above 50%.

In DESKTOP treatments we find evidence of increasing

dishonesty. Specifically, subjects appear more likely to lie in the

last guess than the first, in both constant-sum and mutual-gain

settings [MWU(first, last), p = 0.003, r = 0.39]. By contrast,

in PHONE treatments we observe no such dynamic effect (p =

0.717). This suggests a further distinction between use of desktop

and smartphone. A dynamic effect could be a signal of subjects

looking to use moral wiggle room. For instance using logic of the

form “given I was honest for previous marks it will not matter if

I lie on the last one.” That we observe no dynamic effect in the

PHONE treatments is consistent with our conceptual framework of

anonymity and moral disengagement with use of a smartphone. It

is noteworthy that in the PHONE treatments, and the mutual-gain

DESKTOP treatment, we see considerable evidence of dishonesty

with the first guess. To give some perspective a 70% success rate

would suggest 40% of subjects were dishonest.10

9 The data for Paper treatments was not recorded.

10 This is calculated on 50%marking correctly an own reported payo� and

40% of those who should have not marked an own reported payo� lying.
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5. Conclusion

Smartphones are becoming ever more important in reshaping

business communication. For instance, smartphones are now the

primary source of communication media for small to medium

start-up companies (Giachetti, 2018). We suggest that the more

frequent use of smartphones in the workplace could impact on

ethical decision making. Specifically, smartphones can create a

sense of anonymity and social disengagement that could lead to

higher levels of dishonesty. For example, a worker may exaggerate

the output on a task or their contribution to a project. While there

is a large amount of research comparing interaction across different

media [e.g., experiments in the lab vs. online (Conrads and Lotz,

2015; Hergueux and Jacquemet, 2015)] there is much more we can

learn about ethical behavior using smartphones as compared to

conventional communication media, such as desktop computers or

pen and paper.

In this paper, we report on an experiment that tests the

role of communication media, comparing pen and paper, mobile

phone, or desktop computer, while keeping constant the physical

environment and the task. Crucially, we compare two strategic

settings, one where dishonesty harms another (constant-sum) and

one where it benefits another (mutual-gain). We find significantly

higher levels of dishonesty when using phone than paper, for both

constant-sum and mutual-gain settings. We find that dishonesty

using a desktop computer is relatively high in the mutual-gain

setting and low in the constant-sum setting. Our results, thus,

confirm that use of smartphones may increase levels of dishonesty,

particularly in terms of selfish lies that benefit a person at the cost

of someone else.

These experimental findings are consistent with our conceptual

framework that looks at perceived anonymity and social distance.

When using a phone we argue there is anonymity and social

disengagement, because subjects are using their own phone, with

small screens, etc. This means they focus on self and are relatively

dishonest. When using paper there is reduced social distance

but also lower perceived anonymity, because paper is exchanged

between parties etc. We argue that reduced anonymity brings lie

aversion to the fore and we, therefore, see a lower willingness

to be dishonest. Finally, when using a desktop there is reduced

social distance and a sense of anonymity. Anonymity is associated

with a higher propensity to be dishonest, while reduced social

distance brings into play social preferences. This can explain high

levels of dishonesty in the mutual-gain setting while honesty in the

constant-sum setting in DESKTOP treatments.

In application, our results suggest that as we move toward a

more digital environment, we will likely see increased dishonesty.

This is consistent with prior findings (Naquin et al., 2010; Cohn

et al., 2014; LaMothe and Bobek, 2020). The novelty in our work is

to show that different types of digital communication may lead to

different levels of dishonesty. And also to highlight the mediating

effect of whether dishonesty benefits or harms another. To give

one example of how this can have real-world implications consider

tax evasion. Jacobsen and Piovesan (2016) show that a tax frame

increases dishonesty. On the flip side, evidence suggest that people

are more willing to report taxes honestly if they believe their taxes

will be wisely spent to benefit others (Alm, 2012; Pickhardt and

Prinz, 2014). Our results suggest that these kinds of effects are likely

to be mediated by the way that the tax-payer communicates with

the authorities.

We recognize that our study has several limitations. First,

subjects used their own phone in the PHONE treatments and

the laboratory desktop in the DESKTOP treatments. While this is

consistent with many workplaces it means we cannot disentangle

the effect of ownership from the influence of communication

media. Second, the numbers of observation are not enough to

identify individual heterogeneity in the influence of devices. Finally,

the experiments were conducted in 2018, which is before the

COVID-19 pandemic and behavior may have evolved during the

pandemic (for good or bad) given the enhanced frequency of

online interactions.

We finish by noting that our findings also have implications

for how experiments are conducted. Recent years have seen a

dramatic shift, in both economics and psychology, from lab-based

experiments to online experiments (Arechar et al., 2018). This

includes a move toward the use of smartphones (Dufau et al.,

2011). Our work points to the benefits of comparing across different

communication media to gain additional insight. It also suggests

caution in comparing results across studies that use different

communication media. It is notable that many of the meta-analyses

and literature reviews we consulted in writing this paper do not

record the experimental protocol. We suggest this should become a

priority in future work.
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